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Abstract
The gyro-BWO is a UHF powerful oscillator for cm and mm band of wavelength in
which relativistic electrons beam (REB) is used for coupling with a backward wave on
normal Doppler effect. Investigations of gyro-BWO confirm that an essential limitation
of the considered device is the small efficiency. One of possibilities for efficiency
enhancing is to use profiling guiding magnetic field along an interaction region. We
investigated dependence of efficiency increasing under using optimal profiling guiding
magnetic field by special law. As a result of effective process bunch formation under
special conditions most electrons can be confined in the energy-losing phase HF field.
Efficiency enhancement takes place from initial value ~0.1 for homogenous guiding
field to ~3 for profiling one.

1. Introduction
The gyro-BWO is a HF powerful oscillator for cm and mm band of wavelength in
which relativistic electrons beam (REB) is used for coupling with a backward wave on
normal Doppler effect. The first research of gyro-devices was published in 60th [1]. The
state of the art of gyro-BWO program is represented in Ref. [2], [3]. Possible
applications of the HF radiation of obtained power levels are the followings: electron
cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) of plasma for controlled fusion, communication,
spectroscopic researches, high-resolution radars etc.
In our paper the case of coaxial waveguide is investigated for gyro-BWO elaboration.
Coaxial waveguide have a greater value of vacuum limiting current of REB for one
comparatively to the other types of waveguide. Results of the linear and non-linear
analytical investigation of coaxial gyro-BWO operation are presented in Ref. [4], [5].
Coaxial waveguide have a greater value of vacuum limiting current of REB for one
comparatively to the other types of waveguide.
An electron beam and waveguide support the oscillations with circular frequency ω ,
which can be described by the expressions for normal Doppler effect, accordingly

g
z

ω = k zV z + n Ω H / γ 0

(1)

ω 2 = c 2 k ⊥2 + c 2 k z2 ,

(2)

eH
is non-relativistic gyro-frequency of electrons with energy
ΩH =
g
W=m 0 c 2 (γ 0 -1),mc H z -guiding magnetic field, γ 0 -relativistic factor, k z , Vz -longitudinal

where
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wave number and velocity, n=0,±1,±2… An operating mode
for gyro-BWO is near to interception of a straight line (1)
and hyperbola (2) in coordinate plane (ω, k z ) (for gyro-BWO
the longitudinal wave number k z <0). An ordinary efficiency
value for coaxial gyro-BWO is ~10% for homogenous
guiding magnetic field H zg .
The major attractive feature of the gyro-BWO is frequency
tunability, which can be achieved by management the
magnetic field or beam voltage. However, the efficiency of
the gyro-BWO is relatively lower than one of other gyrodevices. Investigation results of efficiency enhancement in
gyro-BWO were reported in Ref. [6-15]. In Ref. [6-9], the
efficiency of the gyro-BWO has been found to be
significantly improved by tapering the magnetic field.
Results found revealed that the magnetic field tapering with a
positive gradient tended to increase the initial frequency
mismatch leading to the efficiency enhancement. In Ref. [1013] a tapered interaction structure (the reduction of the
waveguide radius along the interaction region) was proposed
and used in the experiment. The gyro-BWO with a tapered
magnetic field and waveguide wall radius was analyzed in
Ref. [14, 15].
The aim of our paper is enhancement of efficiency in
coaxial gyro-BWO through profiling of guiding magnetic
field.

2. High Efficiency and Bunched Beam
Formation
Optimal conditions for this process determine further
process of reduction total beam energy converting to
radiation. It follows that greater electrons can be located in
the energy-losing phase as a result. The bunched beam
formation process in gyro-BWO has difference from standard
bunching process because of strong amplitude of EM wave
significantly depends on longitudinal coordinate. That
reduction of EM amplitude might be compensated by
changing position electron bunch as a whole one relatively
phase of EM wave. It is possible to do through local variation
of guiding magnetic field for compensating of EM field
amplitude reduction along longitudinal coordinate during
formation process only by changing total (helical) phase,
including EM wave phase plus helical phase of guiding
magnetic field
Ψ = kz z − ωt − Ω H t / γ .

Confinement of as many electrons as possible takes place
in energy-losing phase due to phase shift under optimal
bunched beam formation. As a result phase shift of bunched
beam’s formation in energy-losing phase takes place.

3. Computer Simulation
We investigated in our paper efficiency enhancement in
coaxial gyro-BWO through profiling of guiding magnetic

field

H zg ( z ) at longitudinal direction z as
H zg (ξ ) = H zg0 (1 + α (ξ / L ) j cos m (πξ / 2 L ))1/ 2 ,

(3)

comparatively to homogenous case H zg = H zg0 , where α is
non-homogeneity amplitude, ξ = zω / c is normalizing
longitudinal coordinate,
is normalizing
L = Lω / c
waveguide length, ξ / L = z / L , j>0, m>0. A corresponding
transversal component one is
H rg ( z ) = −

r ∂H zg
,
2 ∂z

where r is transversal coordinate.
Something like distribution of guiding magnetic field for
efficiency increasing in the CARM was proposed by Chen
S.H. and Dawn T.Y. [16] Efficiency enhancement take place for
CARM oscillator under adding a positively three-quarter
sine profile onto a uniform magnetic field.
We considered waveguide exciting mode ТЕ01 with
components of an electromagnetic field Eϕ , H r , H z under
satisfy conditions (1, 2). For computer simulation we used
equations for electrons motion and exciting field ТЕ01 from
Ref. [5]. We investigated coaxial gyro-BWO with oscillation
frequency f 0 = 7.7 GHz for satisfying expressions (1, 2),
homogenous guiding magnetic field H zg0 = 6.1kOe , inner
radius of the coaxial waveguide gyro-BWO b = 3cm , outer
radius one is a = 5cm , inner beam radius is rb = 3.9 cm ,
outer beam radius is ra = 4.1 cm , energy of injected
electron beam is W0 = 511 keV ( γ 0 = 2 ), an initial ratio
longitudinal momentum to transversal one µ =1, length of
system is L = 60 cm , cut-off frequency
starting current

f c = 7.5 GHz ,

I st = 3.7 A , limiting vacuum current

I lim = 6.6 kA for coaxial waveguide. Maximal efficiency

η max ≈ 0.11 is under input beam current I b =0.6kA for
homogenous guiding field and cited above gyro-BWO
parameters [5]. Computer simulation of optimal regime gyroBWO performance time averaged efficiency η was carried
out for determination values α , m and j of profiling guiding
magnetic field (3) under the same input electron beam
current I b =0.6kA.
The aim of our investigation is tuning (profiling) of
guiding magnetic field for creation the best conditions (as far
as possible) for radiation of majority bunch electrons.
First, we have to determine location of guiding field
maximum relatively longitudinal coordinate ξ under j=1 and

H zg0 = 6.1kOe . Results of that investigation are presented in
Table 1 under I b =0.6kA.
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Table 1. Location of guiding field

η

0.19

0.27

0.29

0.32

0.29

0.26

m

0

2

4

6

7

9

α

0.69

1.6

2.4

2.9

3.2

3.7

-

0.41

0.3

0.25

0.24

0.21

-

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

ξ0 / L
H

(ξ )

g
z max
0
g
z0

H

We can see from Table 1 maximal value of time averaged
efficiency ηmax =0.32 is under m=6, α =2.9 and
ξ0 / L = z0 / L=0.25 . The location of maximum one ξ0 / L can
be determined analytically from expression (3)

on dimensionless longitudinal coordinate ξ .

mx0 tg ( x0 ) = j ,
where x0 = π z 0 /(2 L ) , or approximately for x0 << 1

ξ 0 / L = z0 / L ≈ (2 j / m ) / π , ( m ≠ 0)

(4)

Second step is determining optimal amplitude of additional
guiding magnetic field under cited above fixed m=6,
ξ0 / L = =0.25 and j=1. An amplitude variation takes place
due to variation of parameter α from (3).
Table 2. Optimal amplitude of guiding magnetic field

η
( H zg ) max (ξ 0 ) / H zg0
α

Fig. 1. Dependence normalized magnetic field amplitude

0.22

0.32

0.28

1.19

1.2

1.22

2.7

2.9

3.1

We can see from Table 2 maximal efficiency η max =0.32

H zg (ξ ) / H zg0

Hence, we determined location, amplitude and width
values of profiling guiding magnetic field for our gyro-BWO
parameters.
In our case optimal process for bunching of input electron
beam takes place under
m=6, α =2.9, j=1

(5)

for expression (3). In fig.1 we can see longitudinal
distribution of guiding magnetic field for parameters (5).
The new profile of guiding magnetic field changes spatial
distribution of EM wave amplitude Cϕ = eEϕ /(mcω) along
longitudinal coordinate. A spatial distribution of normalized
amplitude on longitudinal coordinate ξ practically haven’t
local maximum comparatively with several local maxima
(see Fig.2) homogenous one.

takes place under ( H zg ) max / H zg0 = 1.2 ( α =2.9) in our case.
Finally, third step is determining optimal width ∆ξ1 / L of
profiling guiding magnetic field (3) under fixed ξ 0 / L =0.25
and ( H zg ) max / H zg0 = 1.2 . A width variation takes place due to
level variation of parameter j from (3) under m/j=const (4)
for fixed maximum location ξ0 / L =0.25. Widening of
guiding magnetic field takes place under 1>j>0, narrowing of
one takes place under j>1 relatively width of field
distribution under j=1. In our case maximal efficiency η max
=0.32 (see Table 3) takes place under j=1 (m=6, α =2.9) and
width ∆ξ1 / L =0.41 for H zg (ξ1 ) = H zg (ξ1 + ∆ξ1 ) = 1.1H zg0 .
Table 3. Optimal width of guiding magnetic field

Fig. 2. Dependence of normalized amplitude

η

0.144

0.32

0.18

longitudinal coordinate

j

0.5

1

2

(3), curve 2 is for homogenous one under H z

m

3

6

12

α

observation time is τ 0

1.14

2.9

18.5

∆ξ1 / L

0.53

0.41

0.29

ξ

Cϕ on dimensionless

((curve 1 is for profiling guiding magnetic field
g

( z) = H zg0 ).

Normalized

= k z ct = 1500 .

Local maxima (fig.2) one after another indicate alternation
increasing and decreasing of beam energy along longitudinal
coordinate for given point of time. As we can see later that
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local maxima are result changing energy-losing phase
particles of a beam by energy-gaining one. Naturally,
longitudinal distributions of normalized amplitude have
considerable decreasing of amplitude for both cases.

Fig. 4. Dependence normalized spectrum density S(f) on frequency f (curve 1
is for profiling guiding magnetic field (3), curve 2 is for homogenous one
under

Fig. 3. Dependence normalized average bunch energy

H zg ( z ) = H zg0 .

(γ av -1)/(γ 0 -1) on

dimensionless longitudinal coordinate ξ .(curve 1 is for profiling guiding
magnetic field, curve 2 is for homogenous one ). Normalized observation
time is τ 0 = k z ct = 1500 .

The dependence of normalized average bunch energy

(γ av -1)/(γ 0 -1) on dimensionless longitudinal coordinate ξ

has a monotone character in contrast to homogenous
distribution (fig.3). The energy loss has maximal value at the
first half of interaction region.
For determining frequency characteristics of output signal
spectrum analysis was obtained for normalized spectrum
density S ( f − f 0 ) .
Dependence normalized spectrum density S(f) on
frequency f for homogenous guiding magnetic field
(stochastic oscillations ) and for profiling one (stationary
oscillations for the same remaining conditions) is shown in
fig.4.We can see in fig.4 conversion stochastic oscillations
under homogenous guiding magnetic field to stationary
oscillations for profiling one.
Then we used computer simulation for investigation
efficiency η dependence on injection beam current I b under
fixed parameters of guiding field α , m and j [see eq. (5)]. For
given injection energy γ 0 = 2 efficiency η ≥ 0.25 is for
0.7 kA ≥ I b ≥ 0.4kA (see fig. 5). Efficiency η for profiling
guiding field has essentially greater value than η for
homogenous case. Average output longitudinal energy
(γ av , z − 1) /(γ 0, z − 1) of a bunch increases by 10% for
homogenous guiding magnetic field and by 15 % for
profiling one under γ 0 = 2 and I b = 0.6kA .

Fig. 5. Dependence time averaged efficiency
current

η

from injection beam

I b (curve 1 is for profiling guiding magnetic field (3), curve 2 is
g

for homogenous one H z

( z ) = H zg0 ).

The main reason for relatively lower gyro-BWO efficiency
is its spatial distribution of the wave power that reaches a
maximum near the entrance of the electron beam and decays
along the propagation direction of electrons. This power
profile leads to non-optimal formation of bunched electron
beam at the beginning of gyro-BWO under homogenous
distribution of guiding magnetic field.
We suggested non-homogenous distribution (3) for
creation the most optimal conditions during process bunch
formation of input electron beam. In fig.6-8 you can see
difference between bunch formation for homogenous guiding
magnetic field and non-homogenous one on phase plane
energy-phase for various fixed values of longitudinal
coordinate ξ ( I b =0.6kA, γ 0 = 2 ). For all of figures circles
correspond to homogenous case, black points correspond to
non-homogenous one.
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Fig.

6.

Dependence

normalized

energy

of

the

particles

beam

(γ i − 1) /(γ 0 − 1) on helical (total) phase Ψ for z/L=0.258 (black points

correspond profiling field, circles correspond homogenous field).
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Fig. 9. Dependence time averaged efficiency

η

on relativistic factor

γ0

(curve 1 is for profiling guiding magnetic field (3), curve 2 is for
g

homogenous one under Hz

( z) = H zg0 ).

As result phase portrait of bunched beam along
longitudinal coordinate is more compact in comparison with
homogenous guiding magnetic field. An effective formation
of bunched beam in energy-losing phase leads to most
electrons can be confined in the energy-losing phase even
after completion a compact bunching process (fig.8). We’d
like to notice that effective radiation process take place at
first part of gyro-BWO (fig. 3). At second part of one
decreasing of average beam energy is absent.
We obtained enhancing of gyro-BWO’s efficiency for
given injection beam energy W0 = 511 keV ( γ 0 = 2 ) as
indicated above. Then we investigated dependence η on
Fig. 7. Dependence normalized energy of the particle beam (γ i − 1) /(γ 0 − 1)
on helical (total) phase

Ψ

for z/L=0.39.

The majority particles for profiling guiding magnetic field
have energy-loosing phase from the beginning bunch
formation process comparatively homogenous one (see fig.
6). An effective bunch formation process takes place along
longitudinal coordinate (fig.7, 8).

g
injection energy W0 under condition Hz0 / γ0 ≈ const .
Dependence time averaged efficiency η on relativistic

factor γ 0 under injection beam I b =0.6kA is shown in fig.9.
Let’s consider more detailed energy range close to η peak
in Fig.9 for profiling field.
Table 4. Dependence efficiency on injection energy

W0 , keV

102

153

307

613

715

γ0

1.2

1.3

1.6

2.2

2.4

g
z0

H ,kOe

3.5

3.9

4.8

6.7

7.4

η

0,25

0,33

0,33

0,3

0,29

High efficiency value η ≈ 0.3 takes place not only for
injection γ 0 = 2 , but for sufficiently wide range energy

γ 0 = (1.2 ÷ 2.4) too (see Table 4).
Finally, under fixed parameters of guiding field α , m and
j (3) we considered dependence of time averaged efficiency
η on injection beam current I b under new injection beam
energy W0 = 153keV ( γ 0 = 1.3 ). For given injection energy
Fig.

8.

Dependence

normalized

(γ i − 1) / (γ 0 − 1) on helical (total) phase

energy of the particles
Ψ for z/L=0.52.

beam

γ 0 = 1.3 efficiency η ≥ 0.25 is for 1.4kA ≥ I b ≥ 0.5kA
(see Fig.10). Maximal efficiency η ≈ 0.3 is close to
injection beam current I b ≈ 0.6kA the same as for injection
energy γ 0 = 2 .
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Fig. 10. Dependence time averaged efficiency
current

η

from injection beam

I b (curve 1 is for profiling guiding magnetic field (3), curve 2 is
g

for homogenous one H z

( z ) = H zg0 )

Increasing of starting current takes place under profiling
guiding magnetic field from I st = 3.7 A (homogenous
magnetic field) to I st = 17 A for profiling one under γ 0 = 2 ).

of the TE11 mode is f = 4GHz, the frequency of the TE01
mode is f=7.7 GHz in our case.

4. Conclusions
In our paper we obtained new results for enhancement of
gyro-BWO’s efficiency from 11% (homogenous distribution
of guiding magnetic field) up to 32% (non-homogenous one)
through profiling of magnetic field (3). Oscillation frequency
has fixed value under satisfying equations (1), (2). As a result
of effective process of bunch formation under special
conditions most electrons can be confined in the energylosing phase. Results of our investigations haven’t static
character for other gyro-BWO’s parameters or other gyrodevices. In every case parameter values of profiling guiding
magnetic field (maximum field coordinate, amplitude and
width of like-bell guiding field distribution) are subject of
investigations.
The obtained efficiency is closely to gyrotron’s efficiency
(without single stage depressed collector (SDC) for energy
recovery). The current mechanism can also be applied to
interpret the efficiency enhancement in other gyrotron
oscillators (for example, cyclotron autoresonance maser in
Ref. [16]) with profiling guiding magnetic field.
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